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MAY 12-15th, 2022 - One way or
another we will have the 2022 Convention!! The board recently held a board
meeting in Penn State to plan the upcoming convention. We are excited to
gather again and have a great schedule
of events. It will be so nice to have our
educational classes, social events and
supplier showcase. We hope and would
like this convention to have a great
turnout from both operators and suppliers. After two years of not being able to
gather, we are looking forward to being
together!! Registration forms will go out
in the December newsletter along with
all the details you will need. Please save
the date now on your calendar.

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. — The Penn
State Butcher School, offered by Penn
State Extension, is now seeking applications for its second session, starting in
January 2022.
An apprentice training program registered with the Pennsylvania Department
of Labor and Industry, the Penn State
Butcher School is designed to develop and promote the skills necessary to become a
trained meat processor.
“This is a great opportunity for people interested in the meat industry,” said Jonathan
Campbell, associate professor of meat science in Penn State’s College of Agricultural
Sciences, who is overseeing the school. “Participants are going to get a great balance of
learning and doing.”
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One hundred percent of the class will be placed within the meat-processing industry,
Campbell noted, adding there is a need for trained workers. According to the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture, meat, poultry and fish products manufactured in Pennsylvania, generate more than $4.3 billion in sales annually, and much of the work force is
aging.
“The Penn State Butcher School’s program was designed to meet the needs of industry
stakeholders within the commonwealth with the specific goal of creating a skilled workforce,” he said.
Accepted participants in the program receive part-time wages during their attendance,
which includes four months of hands-on skill and classroom training with University
Park campus faculty at the Penn State Meat Lab.
Additional paid training at an external training site will also be included, with up to two
years to complete the apprenticeship. By the conclusion of the program, Campbell
pointed out, participants receive necessary industry certifications at no additional cost.
A limited number of individuals will be accepted based on the application and interview
process. Interested parties should access the application questionnaire at this website.
For more information, contact Dana Ollendyke, djm428@psu.edu.

PAMP Newswatch is an opportunity to highlight PAMP Members that have been featured in
the local or national media. This month’s article is a feature about PAMP Member, Nicholas Meat. Their new
Sustainable Resource Facility was the cover story for the latest issue of MeatingPlace. If you have an article for the PAMP
Newswatch send it to: pamp@pameatprocessors.org

As
Doug
Nicholas recalls
growing up in
central Pennsylvania’s
Sugar
Valley, he and
his
family
would use a
large sinkhole
in their backyard as a personal landfill. It
was just common practice in
an agricultural
region whose
delicate limestone underbelly is prone to breaking down and giving
way.
“I didn’t know as a kid growing up that sinkholes don’t exist everywhere,” says Nicholas, vice president and chief operating officer of
Nicholas Meat LLC, a beef packer in Loganton, Pa. “There’s sinkholes here [so big that] they would eat barns.”
Today, such unsavory use of sinkholes is a no-no. Their occurrence,
however, continues to make impressions on the landscape here, and
on people now more attuned to making peace with their natural
surroundings and resources. That relationship resonates in the glint
of unencumbered sun bouncing from silky corn leaves and fish-filled
creek waters rolling at a pace that forsakes time, much like the
horse-drawn plows still farming this sweet section of God’s country.
In the middle of these bucolic crosscurrents stands Nicholas Meat’s
117,900-square-foot cattle slaughter complex, a lone stanchion of
industry in a remote mountain valley where arbored slopes and
foothills otherwise cradle countless grain and dairy farms. They
share an aquifer housed beneath limestone, whose porous constitution presents pathways for potential sources of pollution, and a respect for a watershed home to world-class trout fishing. Meanwhile,
a small town with odor-sensitive residents living only a quarter-mile
away adds yet another layer of environmental considerations.
Thoughts on how to better steward its surroundings are now in
action. Tractors across the road from the plant are moving earth to
make way for a state-of-the-art Sustainable Resource Facility (SRF)
that will help the family business reach its goal of improving air quality and capturing and reusing the majority of the plant’s unrenderable waste. At the heart of it is the anaerobic digesters company
founder Gene Nicholas, Doug’s father, has sought since the late
'90s.

“A lot of this is born out of necessity,” says Brian Miller, director of
sustainability at Nicholas Meat. “I mean, we’re in a really unique
setting here.”
These efforts reflect a company increasingly aware of both its natural and human resources in uncertain times. With savings in energy,
water and labor, Nicholas is investing in technological upgrades to
its packing plant, strengthening its footing here in the ground meat
game and abroad with lucrative specialty cuts and offal products.
To read the full article including the Nicholas Meats company profile: Visit http://library.meatingplace.com/publication/
frame.php?i=723160&p=&pn=&ver=html5
Check out Video on Nicholas Meats Sustainable Resource Facility at:
meatm.ag/nicholas-srf
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The majority if not
all of our IMPPA
packers are working
short staffed. It is
important as an
industry to think
outside the box.
What can we do to
attract workers?
During the AAMP
convention in June I
asked Richard Alaniz
about the ability to attain work permits for immigrant employees. Richard
explained in this document that there is no government program that
would be a viable source of immigrant workers for our industry. Our industry does not qualify for worker visas, because our work is not seasonal.
With only 66,000 such worker visas granted nationwide each year the
competition for them by companies that have seasonal needs is very high.
Approximately 90 to 95% go to the seasonal hospitality industry each year.
-Darla Kiesel / Executive Secretary, Indiana Meat Packers & Processors Association, Inc.
The labor shortage that continues to impact so many companies
across the U.S. has prompted numerous meat processors to ask
whether there are any federal or state programs that facilitate the
hiring to foreign nationals for even a temporary period. Unfortunately, the short answer is “no”.
Two of the most common categories of foreign workers for whom
work visas are generally made available are H-1B visas, which are for
non-immigrants in specialty occupations who work for a specified
period of time. It primarily includes skilled tech workers such as software engineers and similar technical occupations.
The second category is H-2B visas, or temporary non-agricultural
workers that are used for less skilled, seasonal help. While this category appears to be a possibility, there are several practical reasons
why it poses no solution to the labor shortage in the meat industry.
First, such visas are limited to seasonal jobs of a one-time, shortterm temporary need. This requirement excludes any jobs that are
available year-round. Examples of the types of businesses that most
frequently utilize the H-2B programs are seasonal construction work,
and seasonal positions at summer and winter resorts, hotels in seasonal tourist areas, and landscaping.
The second practical limitation on the use of H-2B visas is that they
are limited to 66,000 annually. The Department of Labor makes
33,000 available on October 1st and the next 33,000 on April 1ston
the first come first serve basis. The competition for such basis is
fierce. The vast majority go tothe hospitality industry where resorts
and hotels in tourist areas have a long history of utilizing the program for seasonal workers.
The third major obstacle to the use of H-2B visas is the extremely
cumbersome requirements for companies that do qualify due to seasonal needs. Employers must complete substantial documentation
that shows, among other things, a detailed process of advertising for
help which includes copies of newspaper ads, notice to state unemployment agencies, and job site postings. Employers must demonstrate that no American workers are “able and willing” to do the
work. The company must also document their precise labor needs, a
history of its hiring practices, current staffing levels, and related information that would justify the need for labor help. The employer
must also pay for the transportation to the U.S. and the transportation home when the season ends. For all of these reasons, the H-

2Bvisa program poses no viable solution to the current labor shortage for meat processors.
Some meat industry employers have inquired about potential issues
involved in attempting to hire some of the many thousands of immigrants that cross our southern border each week. Absent unusual
circumstances, few if any, of these individuals will ever qualify for
authorization to work in the U.S. Even if they seek asylum and complete all the necessary formal documentation, it will take months
before they receive a hearting or are even considered for work authorization. Many that do not go through the asylum request process
are in the U.S. illegally, subject to deportation, and are not eligible
for any type of work authorization.
Occasionally, a processor will ask about their responsibility for accepting as valid, documentation from an applicant for I-9purposes
that later is shown to be fraudulent. From the inception of the I-9
requirement, the federal government’s position has been that if the
documents presented, usually a state driver’s license and a social
security card, appear on their face to be valid, they satisfy the requirement. You are not expected to be an expert on false documents, if you use the E-Verify process, it will invariably flag false
documentation. If you are not on E-Verify and there are problems
with the documentation, they would most likely be noted as part of
an immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) audit. Currently ICE
is Primarily focused on removing convicted criminals who are illegally
in the country and not on workplace audits. The Biden administration has greatly limited ICE activities. However, it goes without saying that “knowingly” employing unauthorized persons can result in
fines and even criminal penalties in certain circumstances.

It is easy to lose sight of what people notice first when they enter a
business, and I always like to remind plant owners that “company is
coming”. For many of us, those words remind us of whirlwind cleaning sprees and hiding cluttered items under a couch, but in reality, it
should remind us to always look at our business with a fresh set of
eyes. When looking around your retail case, or evaluating your customer service staff, here are some points to consider (in no particular order):
1.Information should
be accurate, clear,
and available.
All signs and labels
should be accurate and
up-to-date in order to
remove confusion and
promote your products/
practices. No matter
how good your signs
are, there will always be
a customer that will ask
a question, but having
clear and understandable
signage and labels can
help reduce redundant questions and ultimately frustration. It is always a good idea to update your signs as well. Often when you have
repeat customers they will look past information they have seen several times, so making a new sign with the old information can be a
great way to attract attention and awareness.
2. Your retail/customer
space should look tidy
and intentional.
When display cases or
shelves have a “picked
over” look, this gives customers a feeling of missing
something they may have
wanted. And empty shelves
always give the impression
that something is missing,
so fill spaces with something in order to look wellstocked. Finally, we all
know our kitchen can be a mess, but customers expect more from
their food retailers, so having clean cases, floors, bathrooms, etc. can
give an impression of intentional sanitation and attention to detail.

4. All products should be displayed to their best.
Having good lighting throughout your retail area and within your
case gives brightness, which translates to freshness in the eyes of the
customer. If your cases are a bit dated, perhaps adding a string of
LED lighting can be a cost-effective method to add some brightness.
The packaging and background of your product can also add a lot of
attractiveness. They say dark colors “don’t show dirt”, well they also
don’t show blood/purge either. There isn’t a magic color that will
cause people to spend more money, but if you can have good contrasting color with trays or paper, your product may “pop” a bit
more. But if you like the colors you have, one important step may be
just to keep it tidy and free of spill or product splashes. Last, but not
least, discolored product is always a turn off to consumers, so try to
avoid it at all costs or re-work product that is looking dim. Key
things that will discolor your product are heat, light, and oxygen; so
good case temperatures, mindfulness of proximity to lighting
sources, and good packaging can extend your products’ shelf life.

5.Organize products
to help your customers and improve efficiency for your staff.
Having a sense of organization, product flow, and
customer habits can save
everyone some time.
When you have products you expect
customers will buy, or
that you want them to
buy, close to each other,
you can encourage a fulfilling purchase. I once had a processor that
marketed beef from a particular breed, and then had frankfurters of
the same breed located across the store. The frankfurters were not
getting much tractions, but when the products were moved near
3. Your sales staff should be polite, each other, this allowed the staff to promote both and increased the
knowledgeable, and respectful.
purchases of both. So don’t be afraid to move things around, and
We’ve all had the salesperson that asks take input from your sales staff on customer habits; what do customseveral times to help, and it can be off- ers look for and how can you anticipate their needs?
putting, but on the other hand you have
probably had a moment when you
The list of suggestions could go on and on, but these are some key
couldn’t get any help. Neither is a good areas that I have worked with processors in the past to think about
way to show customers that you care
as they design, rework, or adjust their retail spaces. We can easily
about their experience. If you find you
lose track of what we are trying to do, which is invite and return
often have customers waiting for sercustomers to our shop. So, keeping the thought that “company is
vice, investing in a numbering system
coming” hopefully won’t fill you with gut-wrenching anxiety, but
may save you from asking “who’s next?” rather a sense of always trying to put your best foot forward.
to a group of busy customers. There
are several options for systems that
vary in expense, but these systems allow customers a feeling of orINFORMATION, NEATNESS, LOOK GOOD,
der, and removes some unnecessary anxiety for customers that
FRIENDLINESS AND ORGANIZED!
aren’t as pushy as others, while given customers an estimation of
waiting time. Additionally, sales staff should have at least some genby Dr. Stacy Zuelly
eral knowledge of the products, and even be willing to offer advice
Purdue Animal Sciences
or suggestions to customers that are new or that are having a hard
Assistant Professor of Animal Sciences
time deciding on purchases.
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Are you looking to add a traditional pilgrim dish to your standard Thanksgiving dinner? This venison
dish will make you feel like you just landed on the Mayflower.
INGREDIENTS
• 2 to 5 pounds venison roast
• Vegetable oil to coat
• Salt and black pepper
• 2 cups cranberries
• ⅓ cup maple syrup
• ¼ teaspoon cloves
• ¼ teaspoon cinnamon
• Zest of an orange, sliced into strips with pith removed
DIRECTIONS
Take the venison roast out of the fridge, coat the meat in oil
Researchers at and salt it well. Let it come to room temperature for 30
Penn State are minutes to 1 hour. Preheat the oven to 300°F.
studying if deer
keds can vector Put the venison in a roasting pan and pop it in the oven.
pathogens like Cook until the interior of the meat hits about 115°F. This can take as little as 45 minutes
Lyme
disease for a small roast to 2 hours for a large one
and if deer keds Meanwhile, make the cranberry sauce. Put the cranberries, maple syrup, orange zest,
respond to insect repellants like cloves, and cinnamon in a small pot and bring to a boil. Drop the heat to a simmer and
DEET. To do this work, we need cook the sauce together, stirring often, until most of the cranberries pop and the sauce cooks down
live keds so we’re looking for deer and comes together as a sort of hybrid between a sauce and chutney. Turn off the heat and pick out
processors that will let us come to the strips of orange zest. Cover the pot.
their facility to examine deer. We
examine each deer for less than 10 When the venison roast hits the target temperature, take it out of the oven. You can either jack the
minutes and don’t slow the process oven up to 450°F and brown the meat that way, or you can let the venison rest for 15 minutes, then
down. If you’re willing to let us sear it in a pan with a little oil. Either way works. Whatever you do, when the meat has browned, recome to your facility to collect move it to a cutting board and let it rest a solid 10 to 15 minutes before you slice it. Grind lots of
keds, please contact Dr. Michael black pepper over the venison as it rests.
Skvarla via email or phone:
Slice and serve with mashed potatoes or other traditional Thanksgiving fare.
mxs1578@psu.edu - 814-865-3256
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Chuck Conzatti – a trim 62-year-old with a wispy mustache
and strong working-man hands – has spent a lifetime around
food. As a 12-year-old son of an Italian immigrant coal miner,
Conzatti spent his afternoons in his hometown of Jerome, PA
taking door-to-door grocery orders.
He and his wife oversaw an 86-employee Johnstown area
food empire. It included a successful Richland restaurant, an
Italian Grocery Store, and a Pizza crust making business.
Conzatti grew up on the heels of The Depression, at a time
when rich meals and plentiful food ceased to exist. But even
with wild game and home-grown vegetable dinners, Conzatti
inherited the rich ethnic culinary flair of his Italian father and
Slovak mother. Ever since working at a grocery store as a
boy, Conzatti knew food would be his life.
His progression in the food business included wielding a knife
as a grocery store butcher, helping to oversee the feeding of
55,000 servicemen while in the Air Force, managing a family
tavern, and selling imported salami, cheese, olives, and baklava
from the back of a truck.
“I saw that there was a market here for specialty foods, so I
decided to open my own place,” Conzatti said. In 1958, he
and his wife opened Conzatti’s Italian Food Store along Scalp
Avenue. “It was a huge success,” he said.
The success was followed in 1962 with the opening of Conzatti’s Italian Restaurant along Scalp Avenue. The restaurant
was destroyed by fire in 1979 and reopened two years later.
Through his store and restaurant, Conzatti has been credited
with helping to build up the food industry throughout the area.
“I’m proud of all we’ve accomplished, and I’m proud that I
never missed a payroll,” Conzatti said on a recent morning,
with the clamor of the restaurant coming to life for the day.
Beside him, Rose sat with a 1-year-old grandson on her lap.
“I’m also proud that all this will live on.”

Rodney Schaffer, Schaffer Label Consulting LLC
493 Clearfield Road
Cabot, PA 16023
724-290-2143 mobile
SchafferLabel@gmail.com

The LYNX Systems makes your product labeling and temperature
monitoring a seamlessly easy task by integrating our state of the
art technology into your day-to-day plant operations. You’ll find
our ingenuity, engineering, forethought and high integrity of our
systems far surpasses our competitors.
• LYNX Production Labeler System • LYNX Temperature Monitoring System

PROVIDING FRESH FLAVORS AND QUALITY
KITCHEN SUPPLIES SINCE 1967
Spices have been used in cooking for hundreds of years, and
were once among the most valuable and sought-after trade
items. Fortunately, those times have changed and while spices
are still as popular as ever, they are now widely available and
affordable.
At Pittsburgh Spice Company, we have been supplying our
spices, seasonings and kitchen equipment to catering and food
supply businesses, fanatical foodies and budding cooks since
1967. We are proud of the name we have made for ourselves,
and the range of products and equipment we have to offer.

LYNX Systems LLC
1-903-600-LYNX
www.LYNXSystemsLLC.com • Sales@LYNXSystemsLLC.com

What Sets Pittsburgh Spice Company Apart?
We make it easier than ever to select and order the products
you need for your kitchen and your customers. From our 800
spice blend recipes to our sausage kits and vacuum packing machines, we give you everything you need to create premium
quality products and recipes. We want to help you win over
your customers and keep them coming back for more.
No matter what you plan to cook up, you can be sure we have
the right spice blend or seasoning to suit your needs. Whether
you are creating brand new recipes from scratch or sticking to a
time honored recipe, you’ll find everything you need on our
website, or in store. Our fresh and flavorsome spice blends,
wide range of butcher equipment, casings and paper/plastic
products are all you need to bring your culinary creations together perfectly.
From Our Kitchen to Yours - Exclusive Blends, Special
Recipes and a World of Inspiration
Our kitchen is where the magic happens; it’s where we create
tantalizing flavors for our own store shelves and exclusively for
our customers. Our spice experts can develop proprietary spice
and seasoning blends that will set you apart from your competition and really make your name known. Many of our customers
are using their own exclusive blends in their recipes. From rubs
to marinades, and seasoning kits to secret recipe spice mixes,
we give you the freedom to create some truly wondrous and
unique flavors. With a huge selection of kitchen equipment, quality casings, containers and range of paper/plastic packaging, you
can count on us to serve your food business efficiently and
boost your operations and profits.
Create an account with Pittsburgh Spice Company today. You
can order online and even track your order from our door to
yours. You can contact us on our website too, or call us at
412-288-5036 to find out more.

CLASSIFIEDS
A Warm Welcome to New Members
Biro Service
Eric Biro
10242 Pinecrest Rd.
Concord, OH 44077
800-510-8712
ebiro@biroservice.com
www.birosalesinc.com

Timberline Meats LLC
Vernon Stauffer
4342 John Green Road
Dundee, NY 14837
607-243-5581
timberlinemeats@ibyfax.com

If you would like to add items, feel free to email or call me with
the details. Also, be sure to let me know if any items need to be
removed to keep the listings current. Classifieds for Operators
ONLY…….No Suppliers.

FOR SALE: Walk in Cooler: 20x20, 16x36 2- 4’ sliders,
2-36” entrance door. With refrigeration. Like New only used
1 ½ years. $20,000.00 Call Jeff @ 302-734-5447.
FOR SALE: Commercial Ham Presses, $25 each,
Call Gary Karas @ 724-468-5811 - kountrykows@windstream.net
FOR SALE: Globe Slicer - Model 725 - Manual or Automatic
Runs on 110 - Like New in excellent condition.
$2,500.00. Call Floyd @ 570-254-6921

SAVE THE DATE: PAMP CONVENTION-MAY 12-15, 2022

SAVE THE DATE: AAMP CONVENTION-JULY 14-16, 2022

FOR SALE: Kerres Smokehouse 2250 Single Truck Jet
Smoke, MFG 1996. Comes with 2 trucks $45,000. Call or email,
Brett @ 603-269-2900 - tiedefarmssmokehouse@outlook.com
FOR SALE: Brine Pump
TOP of the LINE: Commercial, like new Brine Pump. (Waterproof
Motor) Excellent condition. Stainless steel pump. Add instant value to
your products. 4 prong needle holder with 3 sets of needles.
$2250 or Best Offer!! UPS Shipping Available. Call:1-518-669-6111
FOR SALE: 301 Non Forming film from Cryovac - 84 Rolls 2.50 mil. Best offer for the lot.
Contact Joe @ 856-423-4000 x 101 - Mickleton, NJ

In this 5-part video series, Mr. Glenn Myers (Manager, Penn State
Meat Laboratory) and Dr. Jonathan Campbell (Extension Meat Specialist) will instruct participants on beef carcass yield and quality, as
well as all factors contributing to official USDA grades of beef. This
series also includes breaking the beef carcass into the primary cuts
of beef, including their official beef cut names, and how to further
fabricate these beef primal cuts into retail-ready beef for consumers to enjoy.
WHO IS THIS FOR?
Beef cattle producers
Novice butchers

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
How to grade a beef carcass
How to cut beef carcass up

TOPICS INCLUDE:
• Beef Carcass Grading for Yield • Hindquarter Round Cut
• Hindquarter Loin
• Forequarter Rib
• Forequarter Chuck

http://extension.psu.edu/beef-cutting-demonstrations

HELP WANTED
ALPINE MEATS & DELI, located in Blairstown, New Jersey, is
looking to fill the following positions:
Butcher/Bologna Maker • Butcher’s Apprentice
Alpine Meats has specialized in German cold cuts, smoked meats,
and sausages since 1980. We are hoping to find the right people to
fill these positions, and we hope to train someone as a successor
to take over the business. If you’re interested, please call 1
(908)-362-8568 and ask for Roy

FOR SALE: Stainless Smokehouse Carts, 33X43X75. They
are made out of 1.5” square stainless tubing. $1000 each. 6 Available. They take 42” smoke rails. I have some rails available.
Email: nate@sclydeweaver.com or call 717-569-0812 X 108
FOR SALE: VEGMAG ROBOT 500 STUFFER: TYPE 128
$27,000 obo-Contact Loni @ 570-289-4353; stepbeef@gmail.com
FOR SALE: SPIROCUTTER (Ham Slicer) #T-2000.
Serial# 20304; Used; good to very good; rarely used. Please contact us for pictures. Asking price: $5,500.
Contact Mark Eifert @ 570-253-5899
FOR SALE: BRINE INJECTOR MACHINE
Spec: 21 Needle Gunther Brine Injector; Asking Price: $8,500
OBO; Condition; good - runs well; Contact: Mark Eifert;
Phone: 570-253-5899; Pictures on PAMP website and available by
email by request.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FOR SALE: USDA Slaughter, process, retail butcher shop.
Great Location, Excellent Opportunity, Call 610-745-0227. Leave
Message. Turn Key Operation!

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
Anyone interested in having Nick Vukojevich come to their facility
and assist their workers?? Nick will provide hands on tips and
techniques in Beef, Lamb and Hog Dressing, knife sharpening, etc.
This is an opportunity to maximize your potential in animal dressing!! Any interested parties please contact Renee at PAMP.

